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2. Ridgecrest Sequence Updates ( Little Lake Fault Zone and Coso Junction/Owens Valley )

CFM 5.3 includes many new and revised fault representations. We illustrate these additions and refinements with examples from the
Ridgecrest, Coso, and Owens Valley fault systems.

1. The Community Fault Model

The Community Fault Model has reached version 5.3, the latest in

a series of continued, incremental

improvements both in terms of coverage and

in terms of accuracy as well as detail of

included fault representations. This version

comprises more than 400 fault objects which

are organized in a hierarchical, self consistent

manner that is reflected in a naming system.

The hierarchy has 13 fault areas at the highest

level, 105 fault zones, 203 fault section names

and 399 fault names. The largest represented

object is the 1857 San Andreas rupture with a

surface area of about 4400 sq. km. The

distribution of the average strike of all

included fault objects has maxima at ca. 140˚

and 320˚. Average dips are most frequent at

very steep, 80˚- 90˚ dips.

Fig. 3: Map of the Little
Lake fault zone as
described in Plesch et al.
(2019, Fig. 9 in 2020).
Depth colored dots: QTM
catalog; red traces: rupture
trace, yellow-blue circles:
quadrants of selected focal
mechanisms by SCEDC;
white outlines: outline of
modelled fault surfaces.

3. Semi-Automated Self-Consistency

Checks

The CFM5.3 model has grown to include more than 400

surfaces, with additional representations included as

alternatives. Each fault object has numerous components

including: metadata (information about the fault, geometry,

and references), several different gocad surface

representations (in different files), and fault trace data (in

several different files). This results in a volume of data that

cannot be manually managed. We have therefore developed a

set of semi-automated scripts that test various components of

the model for accuracy and self-consistency.

CFM Aspects That are Now Quality Checked:

- All fault hierarchical object names must conform to a

consistent naming convention. This allows users to write code

that can easily parse the fault names from the various files.

- All fault hierarchical object names have been checked with

the metadata columns for self-consistency

- All fault objects are verified to exist with consistent names as

t-surf files in the native, 500m, 1000m, and 2000m resolutions.

Similar checks are made for the fault trace data files.

- We now provide direct calculations of fault surface area and

average strike/dip. Average strike/dip calculations are weighted

by element area, so they represent a true average orientation

of the fault surface regardless ofmesh variations.

- Nearly all CFM faults now have a listed reference that

indicates what the surface was based on.

- All fault surfaces and traces are provided as a single patch (in

gocad files) instead of various groupings.
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We present version 5.3 of the SCEC Community

Fault Model (CFM). The CFM is an object-oriented,

comprehensive three-dimensional (3D) model of

faults in southern California deemed capable of

generating damaging earthquakes. The model is

designed as a community resource to be used

widely with a focus on hazard assessments. It is

organized in a multi-level hierarchy of more than

400 fault objects. Each fault object has associated

metadata including (but not limited to)

hierarchical identification, surface area, and

references. Metadata are provided in a

spreadsheet, and 3D geometry data in plain-text t-

surf files. Updates from CFM version 5.2 include a

much refined representation of the complete

Little Lake Fault zone (LLFZ, Plesch et al., 2020),

responsible for the M6.4 and M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest

sequence, new representations of faults situated

between the LLFZ and the Owens Valley fault

(OVF) including the Rose Valley fault, Coso

Junction fault zone, and the southern extension of

the OVF, and more than 60 other additions and

improvements (see Nicholson et al., this meeting).

Preparing this release, we have improved internal

consistency of the model hierarchy and

association of model objects with data files

through the development of software tools that

automate these quality checks. We have also

corrected and completed average strike/dip and

fault area metadata for each fault object,

generated map trace data for new or updated

faults, and corrected native meshes of numerous

t-surf files. Importantly, we have improved web-

accessibility. The entire CFM archive and updated

user tools are available for download at the CFM

homepage (https://www.scec.org/research/cfm).

This website provides maps of the CFM, fault trace

data in kml, shapefile, plain-text formats (GMT-

style), and links to a refined viewer and search

tool for the CFM. The web viewer is map-based

and allows users to search for faults by several

methods (e.g., keyword, area) or by clicking on a

fault trace. Once faults are selected, users can

either download the mesh data, or use the newly

developed Plot3D option to interact in 3D with the

selected faults directly in the web browser. This

new 3D visualization tool will greatly facilitate

use of the model as it provides a simple interface

with no downloads or installations required.

Furthermore, the web-based tools developed for

the CFM have provided the backbone for various

other SCEC community models (see Maechling et

al., this meeting).

Fig. 4: Perspective view of
updates to the Little Lake
Fault Zone, based on pre-
Ridgecrest seismicity
(China Lake and Central
Cross faults) and qfault
traces (Little Lake fault).

4. Improvements to CFM Web Interface

Fig. 2: Updates and additions to the CFM for version 5.3, in the area of the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence, in the Coso Junction area to the north, and to southern end of the Owens Valley Fault zone.
Yellow stars highlight these updates relative to the Ridgecrest fault model of Plesch et al. (2019, 2020, Fig. 2). LLFZ: China Lake Faults, northern bounding fault, cetrnal cross fault; Little Lake
Fault (central section) update. CJFZ: east dipping Coso Junction Fault and splay, complex cross faults; Rose Valley Fault; Haiwee Fault and connector to new southern extension of Owens Valley
fault; OWFZ: southern extension and east dipping Lone Pine M5.4 rupture, designated as blind Owens Lake fault. The Riesner et al. (2018) method was used to construct all fault surfaces.

Fig. 1: Histograms of average strike and

dip of all fault objects.

Fig. 5: Map view of the Coso Junction fault zone, and
relocated hypocenters (Haukson et al., 2019) used in
construction of faults.

Fig. 6: Perspective view
of the southern
extension of the Owens
Valley fault zone, and
potential connection
with Coso Junction fault
zone.

Fig. 7: E-W cross-sectional view of
the blind China Lake fault defined
from aftershocks of the 2020 M5.4
Lone Pine earthquake
(hypocenters in grey,
Comcat/USGS catalog). The
aftershocks are clearly aligned
along a NE dipping plane which is
subparallel to Independance-
Sierra Nevada fault.

Fig. 8: The CFM 2D Map-based viewer zoomed into the Los Angeles region with
an aerial photo basemap. The red selected faults are the Lower Elysian Park, and
Puente Hills faults. In map view these blind faults appear to intersect, but they do
not. Using the new plot3D tool, users can see the actual three-dimensional CFM
geometry.

Fig. 9: Three-dimensional view of the Lower Elysian Park and Puente Hills faults
(same ones shown in panel 7) using the new Plot3D tool. Top figure shows map
view and bottom figure shows an oblique view looking SW. This new Plot3D tool
allows users to view the CFM in its native 3D environment without any
specialized software.
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